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Circuit Simulation for

Mixed-Signal Analog/Digital Circuits

Abstract

The increasing use of mixedsignalcircuits withanalog anddigital circuitry on the samechiphave

created a setof demands that traditional circuit simulators cannot meetverywell. We present tech

niques to efficiently handle the simulation of mixed signal analog/digital circuits, and SYM

PHONY, a fast mixed-signal simulator which embodies them.

SYMPHONY combines a fast simulator for digital circuits with a traditional nonlinear solvere la

SPICE fortheanalog subcircuits. Thedigital simulator uses Stepwise Equivalence Conductance to

model nonlinear device conductances andPiecewise Linearvoltage waveforms. Device character

istics of bipolar elements in digital subcircuits are modeled bya Piecewise Linear approximation

using theExtended Chebyshev Points, such that theworst case approximation erroris minimized.

Dynamic circuit partitioning is used to fully exploit the latency and multirate behavior of the cir

cuit. The simulator is implemented in an event-driven framework withlocal andglobal clocks for

even management. A set of benchmark results are presented on a suit of BiMOS circuits.

A transistor level power estimator which exploits algorithms forfast circuit simulation to compute

the power dissipation of CMOS circuits is also presented. The proposed approach uses stepwise

equivalent conductance and piecewise linear waveform approximation. The power estimator has

been implemented in the SWECframework. Experimental resultsindicatethat SWECcan obtaina

substantial speed-up over HSPICE (and handle circuits that HSPICE cannot) while maintaining an

accuracy of within 5-7%. Benchmark results on a suite of industry circuits arepresented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Advances in IC technology and on the manufacturing and packaging front have

made mixed signal design with analog and digital circuitry onthe same chip areality. The

growing interest in mixed signal circuit design has also given rise to a new set of chal

lenges to CAD tools. To verify the functionality of the design at the transistor and layout

level, circuit simulation is still one of the most important tools. While it is always possible

to simulate the entire transistor level circuit with time trusted tools a la SPICE, for large

state-of-the-art circuits this has long ceased to be a feasible option. There has been some

work inthis area, but by and large the standard solution tothe problem of mixed signal cir

cuit simulation is touse fast tools (which trade-off accuracy for speed) for digital parts of

the circuit, more accurate simulators for the analog parts and hope that there are no prob

lems when both are put together in the same design. There are some simulation frame

works that provide more refined interfaces between fast, event-driven digital simulators

and time point driven analog simulation [1] but this approach is valid only for circuit with

little or no feedback from analog to digital subcircuits (and vice versa). Another approach



to mixed signal simulation is to take an analog simulator and try to incorporate digital cir

cuit simulation techniques into it [42][55]. Since the basic framework is still that of a slow

simulator, this is not very efficient for large circuits which are mostly digital. Electrical-

Logic simulation [27] [28] and Analytic macromodeling [9] are some other efficient

approaches to this problem.

One problem not addressed in these works is that of circuit partitioning to identify

analog and digital blocksin the design. Someindustrial tools use a library based approach

to identify such subcircuits. Most of the tools expect user input to resolve this problem.

While this may be acceptable (though inconvenient!) in the top-down phase of the design,

it cannot be usedto verify flattened circuits extracted from the layout.

In this work, we present SYMPHONY [6], a mixed signal circuit simulator. SYM

PHONY combines a fast simulator for digital circuits with a traditional nonlinear solvera

la SPICE for the analog subcircuits. The digital simulator usesStepwise Equivalence Con

ductance to model nonlinear device conductances and PieceWise Linear voltage wave

forms. Device characteristics of Bipolar elements in digital subcircuits are modeled by a

PieceWise Linear approximation using the Extended Chebyshev Points, such that the

worstcaseapproximation error is minimized. Dynamic circuit partitioning is used to fully

exploit the latency and multirate behavior of the circuit. The simulator is implemented in

an event-driven framework with local and global clocks for even management. A set of

benchmark results are presented on a suit of BiMOS circuits.

With the growing emphasis on low power design, there is a need for power estima

tion tools which provide feedback to the designer about the power performance of a

design. While power estimation can beuseful atall stages of the design process, transistor

level power simulation is required to obtain accurate estimates of the power dissipation

beforegoing for the layoutandimplementation stage.

The most direct approach of obtaining the power dissipation of a circuit is to use



circuit simulators such asHSPICE [21] to simulate thedesign. While offering good accu

racy, this approach suffers from a drawback of large runtimes. Furthermore, due to numer

ical accuracy issues, the standard approach to power simulation modifies the circuit

description by adding powermeters (controlled current sources and parallel RC circuits) in

orderto monitor power waveforms without affecting the transient simulation [24].

We present a transistor level power estimator [7] whichexploitsalgorithms for fast

circuit simulation to compute the power dissipation of CMOS circuits. The proposed

approach uses Stepwise Equivalent Conductance and Piecewise Linear Waveform approx

imation. The power estimator has been implemented in the SWEC framework. Experi

mental results indicate that SWEC can obtain a substantial speed-up over HSPICE (and

handle circuits that HSPICE cannot) while maintaining an accuracy of within 5-7% in all

cases in the benchmark suite of industrycircuits.

1.2 Organization

This report is organized as follows:

In Chapter2 we give the historical background and an overview of the circuit sim

ulation problem. Chapter 3 describes the Stepwise Equivalence Conductance approach

proposed in [31].

Chapter 4 introduces SYMPHONY, a mixed signal simulator developed as a part

of this work. We describe the simulator framework and details of event management and

circuit partitioning in SYMPHONY. Benchmark results for the pure vanilla SYMPHONY

are presented.

Chapter 5 describes thedynamic partitioning techniques used to exploit thelatency

and multi-rate behavior of BiMOS circuits and its implementation in SYMPHONY.

Benchmark results are presented for BiMOS circuits.



In Chapter 6, we present anew PWL approximation model forbipolar device char

acteristics. Theoretical results on the accuracy of the model are presented along with the

implementation details in the SYMPHONY framework for digital subcircuits containing

bipolar devices. Experimental results on a suite of digital bipolar circuits from MCNC

benchmarks are presented.

Chapter 7 introduces the power estimation problem and the transistor level power

simulation in context of low power design. A transistor level power estimator imple

mented in the SWEC framework is described. Results comparing theaccuracy and speed

of the proposed estimator with HSPICE are presented on a set of large industry circuits

from LSI Logic Corporation.

Chapter 8 concludes with a summary of results and suggested directions of future

work.



Chapter 2

Previous Work

2.1 Historical Background

The circuit simulation problem consists of solving a set of nonlinear algebraic

equations of the form [15]

J(V(0)+CV(f) =Is(r) (EQ2.1)

where V(r) is the node voltage vector, iF(.) is a vector function of V(r) with its /-th

entry representing the total current flowing out of node i through resistive devices, C

is the constant capacitance matrix, and Is(f) is a vectorof inputs.

Two of the earliest andmost widely used circuit simulators are SPICE, developed

at UC Berkeley [34], and ASTAP, developed at IBM [54]. These simulatorscan be used to

perform a wide variety of analyses, including DC, AC, transient, pole-zero, and noise

analysis. Of these, transient analysis is oneof the mostcommonly used for circuit design,

and it is the most computationally expensive. SPICE and ASTAP use the straightforward

traditional algorithms classified as direct methods, to solvenonlinear systems of equations

for transient analysis. These methods are accurate, stiffly stable but slow.



All different algorithms proposed to improve the efficiency of circuit simulation

are broadly based on two approaches: simplify the numerical algorithms and simplify the

device models.

2.2 Direct Methods

The direct methods use traditional algorithms to solve nonlinear systems of equa

tions. The steps involvedin transient analysis using the direct methods are the following:

• Use of a circuit representation such as the Modified Nodal Approach [20] to con

struct the matrices and vectors describing the circuit behavior.

• Numerical integration of the differential equations by a stiffly stable integration

method, such as the Backward Euler method [18][33][44].

• Linearization of the algebraic equations by Newton-Raphson iterations, and

• Sparse Gaussian elimination or LU decomposition to solve the system of linear

equations.

As the circuit size increases, these methods become inefficient. Even when using

sparse matrix techniques, solution time grows super-linearly with the problem size. Solu

tion time for an n x n matrix tends to grow as rv, where 1.1 < p < 1.5.Also, since thedif

ferential equations describing the circuits are usually stiff, i.e. they contain widely

separated eigenvalues corresponding to wide ranging time constants in the circuits, and

since numerical integrations of all the equations is carried out simultaneously, the maxi

mum allowable time-steps become very small. Circuit simulators exploiting this time

sparsity or latency by using device-level [34] or block-level bypass [43][53][57] schemes

have been implemented to reduce the runtimes. For practical purposes through, direct

methods based simulators cannothandlelarge industrial circuits.



2.3 Simplified Numerical Algorithms Based Methods

The direct approach of SPICE has been modified to avoid the large number of

Newton-Raphson iterations, to maximize time steps used, or to exploit circuit's latency

and multirate behavior. These approaches include (1) the Relaxation approach, (2) the

Waveform Relaxation approach, (3) the Semi-Implicit Integration approach, (4) the Expo

nential Integration, and (5) the Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation method.

Relaxation methodscan be used for the solution of (EQ 2.1) in a number of ways

[38], In all cases, their principal advantages stem from the fact that theydo notrequire the

direct solution of a large systemof linear equations and from the fact that they permit the

simulator to exploit latency efficiently. The two most common methods used in electric

simulation are the Gauss-Jacobi method andthe Gauss-Seidel method [51].

Linear relaxation methods replace the direct methods for the solution of the linear

systems of equations (the last stagein the solution process in the Section 2.2) while non

linear relaxation methods userelaxation at the non-linear equation solution level to aug

ment the Newton-Raphson method. The rate of convergence of the non-linear relaxation

methods is only linear while it is quadratic for Newton-Raphson based direct methods.

The gain in efficiency in relaxation methods is obtained due to the fact that each iteration

of a relaxation method involves solving a set of decoupled non-linear equations, each in

one unknown, while direct methods require the solution of a set of simultaneous non-lin

ear equations. SPLICE [29] [36] is an example of a simulator employing one of these

classes of methods.

Waveform Relaxation approach applies relaxation techniques at the differential

equation level. This is an analogue of the Gauss-Seidel technique for solving nonlinear

algebraic equations. However, the unknowns here are waveforms (elements of a function

space). Waveform Relaxation methods have been implemented in simulators like



RELAX2 [30].

The efficiencyof the above approaches is determined by the speedofconvergence,

which heavily depends on the coupling between nodes. Thus, they can be very slow for

tightly coupled circuits (e.g. circuits with strong negative feedbacks). Also, theordering of

nodes during the solving processes becomes very important. This can be handled opti

mally by using selective trace, in which the order in which node voltages are updated

becomes a function of the signals flowing in the network. The timingerror in this casecan

be restricted to one time-step [38].

To avoid being trapped in the lengthy iteration process, the semi-implicit integra

tion method has been proposed and applied in the simulators like MOTIS [10][16]. These

conjecture that there is a smallenough time-step to obtain the exact solutionin one New

ton-Raphson iteration. The nonlinear devices of a circuit are linearized using the node

voltages at the previous time-point and then the linearized circuit is integrated. However,

to maintain the desired accuracy in most cases very small time stepsneed to be used, and

that unfortunately degrades the efficiency.

The exponential integration approach represents node voltage as piecewise expo

nential. This approach has been implemented in XPsim [3]. It can be proved that this

allows a larger time-step from the error control considerations. However, this approach is

neither absolutely stable nor stiffly stable.

Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation method implemented in AWEsim [22] provides

a generalized approach to linear RLC circuit response approximations. The transient

response is approximated by matching the initial boundary conditions and the first 2q-l

moments of the exact response to a lower order <?-pole model. The efficiency of this

approach is however impaired if non-linear elements exist in the circuit

ILLIADS [46] proposes an approach based on a generic circuit primitive and the



exact analytic solution of its non-linear state equation, i.e. the Ricatti equation. ILLIADS

has been used to simulate large MOS circuits but cannot handle arbitrary circuits with

bipolarelements or lossy lines.

2.4 Simplified Device Models Based Methods

Several approaches of approximating the i-v characteristics of non-linear devices

by piecewise linearor stepwise constantcurves have been proposedto speed-up the simu

lation. The increase of efficiency in these methods is due to avoiding time consuming

Newton-Raphson iterations and avoiding the model evaluation of non-linear devices.

The effective linear conductance model has been used in timing analyzers Crystal

[39], TV [23], and Rsim [48]. For the whole transition, these timing analyzers replace

every MOS transistor by aneffective conductor and use the RC-tree [41] approach to esti

mate the first order timing information of the analyzed circuit. This type of analysis cannot

handle analog waveforms. Also, there is no mathematically rigorous way of determining

the effective conductance,and thus high accuracy cannot be guaranteed.

DIANA [2] uses threshold functions and boolean-controlled network elements to

macro-model circuit blocks and mix logic andtiming level simulation. This approach can

have convergence problems which are solved using heuristics. Electrical-Logic Simula

tion (ELogic) is a relaxation-based switch-level simulation technique implemented in

ELOGIC [28], which solves for the time required for a node to make a certain voltage

change rather than solving for a nodevoltage at a given time-point Since the numberand/

or valuesof the voltage states thatcanbe specified may vary, ELOGIC provides fora con

tinuous accuracy-speed trade-off, using three ELogic algorithms, ELogic-1, ELogic-2, and

ELogic-3. This techniques is in general quite accurate and fast Since discrete voltage

states are used, there may be self-oscillations when the exact solution of a node voltage is



not sufficiently close to one of the voltage states. A similar output oscillation calledinter

active-oscillation, may occur due to the interaction of a node and its fanin nodes. This can

cost unnecessary CPU time and sometimes degrades the waveform accuracy [27].

The Newton-Raphson iterationscan be avoided if we approximate the i-v curve of

each non-linear device by piecewise linearsegments. The Katzenelson algorithm [25] has

been proposedto perform the piecewise linear version of numerical integration. Based on

the stateof the non-lineardevice, appropriate piecewise linearsegment can be used to for

each device to write the linearsystem of circuitequations ateach time-point. Based on the

Katzenelson algorithm, if a device changes state at a time-point, than we need to iterate

using the updated circuit equations until we converge. Because of this, this algorithm can

lose its efficiency if many devices with piecewise linear characteristics are present. Also,

this approach is no longer consistent because the local truncation error will not vanish

even when a very small integration time-step is used. The piecewise linear simulator

PLATO [47] was implemented using this approach.

Another approach to simplify the device models is to use stepwise constant func

tions to approximate i-v characteristic of each device. This was implemented in SPECS2

[55]. While this approach is efficient (since the currents are constant, no linear/non-linear

system of equations nee be solved), it cannot be applied to circuits with floating capacitors

or inductors, which is a very strong restriction.

SWEC [31] uses a stepwise equivalent conductance model to perform fast, accu

rate transient simulation of large MOS circuits.We describe SWEC in detail in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

The Stepwise Equivalent
Conductance Approach

Stepwise Equivalence Conductance approach was first proposedin [31] to exploit

certain characteristics of MOS circuits to speed-up simulation. This approach is based on

the use of a stepwise equivalent model of a nonlinear resistive device. This technique is

consistent, absolutely stable and convergent. When applying the integration to digital

MOS circuits, an additional speed-up in the simulation is achieved by taking advantage of

the fact thatthe voltage waveforms canbe modeledto a good approximation as piecewise

linear functions.

3.1 Circuit Transformation

The Stepwise Equivalence Conductance circuit simulation makes the following

two assumptions regarding the simulated circuits:

• Every node in the circuit has a nonzero capacitance to ground. This assumption

does not place any restriction on the simulated circuits because practically every

n



node in a real circuithas a parasitic capacitance to ground.

• Every nonlinear device in the circuit has a unique current path. Examples of these

kinds of devices are MOS, JFET, and diodes.

Assuming for the sake of simplicity, that there are no inductors andonly constant

capacitors in the simulated circuit, the KCL nodal equations for the simulated circuit will

be of the form

J(V(r))+CV(r) =Is(r) (EQ3.1)

where V(r) is the node voltage vector, J(.) is a vector function of V(r) with its j'-th

entry representing the total current flowing out of node i through resistive devices, C

is the constant capacitance matrix, and Is(r) is a vector of inputs. Since every node is

assumed to have nonzero grounded capacitance, C is diagonally dominant. If 7 is

nonlinear, then the implicit integration of (EQ 3.1) for each time-step involves solving

a system of nonlinear equations. Computationally expensive Newton-Raphson itera

tions are generally needed to find the solutions.

The unique path assumption of nonlinear devices implies that the simulated circuit

can be treated as an equivalent circuit with two-terminal resistive elements only. Specifi

cally, the i-v characteristic of every nonlinear device at each time point canbe character

ized by its instantaneous equivalent conductance G(f) defined as the ration of / and V

across the two terminals of the current path evaluated at the time instant1.

Then, (EQ 1)can be transformed to a linear time variant system below without any

loss of accuracy.

G(f)V(r)+CV(0 =Is(t) (EQ3.2)

G(t) represents the instantaneous equivalent conductance matrix for every branch in

1.G(t) is setto zero if V(t) =0.Thesituation where / (0 * 0 when V(t) =0 is practically impossible.

12



the circuit at time t. G(t) will satisfy the following relation

G(t)\(t) = T(\(t)) (EQ3.3)

for every time instant t.

Instead of solving for V(r) of (EQ 1) directly, the Stepwise Equivalent Conduc

tance circuit simulation solves for the \(t) of (EQ 2) and uses it as a solution for (EQ 1).

An efficient integration scheme for (EQ 2) is used and no nonlinear equations need be

solved.

The sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the solution of (EQ 1) is that V is

Lipschitz continuous at time t. If G(t) is known beforehand, than the uniqueness of the

solution of (EQ 1) implies that the solution of (EQ 2) will be the same as (EQ 1). How

ever, during the process of solving (EQ 2), for every time r, the function G is known only

up to t. The following can be proved [32] about the solution of (EQ 2) in spite of this lack

of information.

Theorem 3.1: If !F(.) and Is(.) of (EQ 1) are continuously differentiable then thesolu

tion of (EQ 2) will be exactly the same as that of (EQ 1).

According Theorem 3.1, although the function G is not known after the current

time f, the time derivatives of G at t up to the infiniteorder are known and thus it is possi

ble to uniquely determine G for a small interval beyond t. This can be in turn used to deter

mine V for that small interval. The sufficientcondition of Theorem 3.1 is that !Fof (EQ 1)

be continuously differentiable, which is rather restrictive because it excludes piecewise

continuous i-v characteristics. To relax this restriction for the purpose of the numerical

integration

• small time steps are used only when any piecewise characteristic in the circuit

undergoes two different operation regions, and

13



• an absolutely stable integration scheme is employed.

Then, even though the sufficient condition is not satisfied strictly, the numerical solu

tion of (EQ 2) can still yield very good accuracy.

3.2 The Stepwise Equivalent Conductance Integration Algorithm

For the integration of each time step, it is assumed that the equivalent conduc

tances of the time-varying conductors remain constantduring the time step. Therefore, for

the calculation purpose, the circuitsconsistsof only linearconstantelements. The constant

value assumed for each time-varying conductor can be determined to yield the necessary

accuracy.

G(t) can be expanded in a Taylor series around t = tn. Retaining only the first two

terms,

[G(rn)+G(g(r-g+iG(g(r-rn)2+...]v(0+CV(r) =Is(r) (EQ3.4)

This can then be further approximated as,

£V(f)+CV(r) =Is(r) (EQ3.5)

where, for hn = tn+] - tn,

hn
Q=G(tn)+G(tn)^ (EQ3.6)

To solve for \(tn+\) from a given \(tn) an error is introduced which is proven in

[32] to be

-crlG(tn)\(tn) (JiJ-fr^g «r'c (gv«„) +V(g) [£j (EQ3.7)

14



By using the trapezoidalrule of integration,

vB+1 =[^c]^cvn+cVn+i^) (EQ3.8)

This lead to the total local truncation error for theintegration from tn to rrt+j of the

order0(hr). The method is therefore consistent with respect to the local truncation error,

and since the integration scheme, trapezoidal rule, is absolutely stable, we have demon

strated the convergenceof the algorithm.

3.3 Time Step Selection

The local truncation error for each integration will be equal to the error given in

(EQ 3.7) plus the error introduced from the trapezoidal rule approximation of V (t ,).

Therefore, given the error criterion on the local truncation error at rrt, the necessary time

step hn can be determined exactly. A variable time step integration can be implemented.

However, (EQ 3.7) is very complicated. Determining hn involved several matrix opera

tions. It would be impractical to perform the matrix operations at every time point There

fore, asimpler scheme ofusing hn is used. By using two parameters, avoltage error AV

and arelative error e, the following can be derived: For each conductance G, and for each
node voltage Vp if hn meets the constraints imposed on (EQ 3.9), then the norm of the

error introduced in (EQ 3.7) will be less than | AV [32].

G/«X
<W

l<e
Giitn)h2n

hn\Vj(tn)\<AV Vnodey

^e V device /
(EQ 3.9)

The advantage ofthis is that the computation ofdetermining atime step meeting

all the constraints in (EQ 3.9) is linear in terms of nodes or devices in the circuity, while

15



thecomputation needed to solve (EQ 3.7) is of thecubic order.

SWEC [31] isafast and efficient timing simulator for digital CMOS VLSI circuits,

which has been implemented based on the concepts above. To further speed up the simula

tion, SWEC first decomposes the circuit into weakly coupled subcircuits and applies the

Stepwise Equivalent Conductance technique toeach of the subcircuits. In addition, SWEC

exploits another special property of CMOS circuits, that is, the voltage waveform can be

modeled with piecewise-linear segments connected between regions with smooth curves.

Thus, the voltage waveforms of the outputs from the CMOS gates behave like straight line

segments most of the time. Becauseof this property, larger time steps can be used. To han

dle feedback insidethe circuits and to further exploitthe latency and multirate behavior of

MOS circuits, a special event driven mechanism based on the piecewiselinearity of wave

forms has also been developed and built inside SWEC.

16



Chapter 4

SYMPHONY: A Mixed Signal
Circuit Simulator

SYMPHONY [6] is a mixed signal simulator which combines a fast simulation

engine for digital circuits with a traditional nonlinear solver a la SPICE for the analog

subcircuits. The digital simulator uses Stepwise Equivalence Conductance to model non

linear device conductances and PieceWise Linear voltage waveforms. The pure vanilla

simulator is implemented in an event-driven framework with local and global clocks for

even management. In later chapters we describe some other techniques implemented in

SYMPHONY to achieve additional speed-up in simulation.

4.1 Simulator Framework

SYMPHONY usescircuit partitioning to identify analog and digital subcircuits in

thecircuit to be simulated. Digital subcircuits are handled by a fast Stepwise Equivalence

Conductance based simulator and theanalog subcircuits by a traditional Newton-Raphson

iterationsbased engine.

17



During transient simulation, ateach time-point the system of non-linear time-vari

ant circuit equations is given by

j(V(r))+CV(r) =Is(r) (EQ4.1)

where V(r) is the node voltage vector, %) is a vector function of V(f) with its /-th

entry representing the total current flowing out of node i through resistive devices, C

is the constant capacitance matrix, and Is(f) is a vector of inputs.

From Chapter 3, the Stepwise Equivalent Conductance approach can be used

transform the system of (EQ 4.1) in to a lineartime variant system below without any loss

of accuracy.

G(t)\(t)+C\(t) =Is(t) (EQ4.2)

G(t) represents the instantaneous equivalent conductance matrix for every branch in

the circuit at time t. G(t) will satisfy the following relation

G(t)\(t) = ?(\(t)) (EQ4.3)

for every time instant t.

Since G(t) = 7(V(t))/V(t\ clearly the effective conductance approximation is only

suitable for devices whose conductances are not very sensitive to voltage changes. This

dictates the time-step selection based on the control of the LTE to less than e in (EQ 4.4)

(reproduced from Chapter 3).

Gi <'X
Gt(tn)

<e r «*(»»>*;
) \\ Gt(tn)

h„\Vi(tn)\i^V Vnode;

< e V device i
(EQ4.4)

Since mixed signal circuits may have bipolar elements (whose terminal currents

are exponential functions of terminal voltages), the maximum allowable time-step can be

18



very small, thus nullifying any speed-up gained by the use of the Stepwise Equivalent

Conductance model. Also, in the case of analog subcircuits, very high accuracy is

required, which is best provided by traditional, exact simulation techniques.

Hence, for the analog subcircuits (which are obtained by circuit partitioning or

user input), we use the traditional Newton-Raphson iteration based approach. Since this

approach is well known [34], we do not go into its details here.

4.2 Circuit Partitioning

One of the keys to efficient mixed signal simulation is identifying the analog and

digital circuit blocks in the design. This isbest done automatically in order to preserve the

generality and applicability of the simulator. For this reason, we propose theuse of circuit

partitioning techniques to separate analog and digital blocks in the circuit Partitioning is

used toidentify the numerically sensitive regions containing bipolar elements so that they

can besimulated by aNewton-Raphson based approach while the rest of the partitions can

be simulated by a fast simulation engine.

SYMPHONY performs a static partitioning based on the circuit structure at the

start of the simulation. In case of MOS elements, the determination of the gate voltage

need notdepend on the voltage at the source or drain node, as long as there is no other

charge transfer path connected between them. Also, if the gate voltage isevaluated prior to

the evaluation of the drain and source node voltages, then the gate voltage can be treated

as aconstant voltage source in determining the source/drain voltages. If this ordering can

be maintained during the simulation, solving for the voltage at the gate node can be sepa

rated from solving for the voltages at the drain and source nodes, and no iterations are

needed between the two solving processes.

Thus, the circuit graph with an edges between each electrically connected node,
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can be transformed to an equivalent graph where gate-source and gate-drain edges corre

sponding to all MOS elements have been removed. The connected components in this

graph are theregions whose simulation can bedecoupled. Note that, local feedback is not

a problem for tightly coupled nodes in the same region. It can be proved [32] that this

approach is valid in presence of global feedback also.

4.3 Event Management

SYMPHONY uses an event-driven mechanism to handle feedback loops in large

circuits and further exploit circuit latency. Events arepredicted, storedand scheduled in an

event queue. The prediction is based on the input slopes and the conductances of MOS

transistors given by Eq. 6 for digital subcircuits and the LTE based error control formula

for analog subcircuits.

For a MOS spanning two regions, the gate voltage is required to evaluate the

regions containing the source/drain regions. This is obtained by curve-fitting based on the

gate voltage slope. The same predictor is used for curve-fitting until a timepoint when the

change in the gate voltage of a MOS exceeds a threshold. This timepoint is then a break

point of the gate voltage waveform and the regions containing the corresponding source/

drain nodes need to be (re)scheduled for that time.

Since the simulation of analog subcircuits is iteration based, the time step may

have to be reduced and the event discarded if the simulation at a time point does not con

verge. Thus, there cannot be any guarantee that no extra breakpoints will be introduced

before the predicted next event. In Fig. 4.1 the voltage at node na (in Ra) can be deter

mined only up to time tan.

In case of digital subcircuits, there is no backtracking, i.e. between the current

event time and the next predicted event time, there cannot be another event. Thus, in this
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last time-point = t^
next (predicted) time-point = f^+i

Rd v
(digital) Js^d

current time-point = t

last time-point = tan
next (predicted) time-point = ^+1

Fig. 4.1 Event Scheduling

case, it is guaranteed that no extra breakpoints will be introduced (causing rescheduling)

before the predicted next event e.g., inFig. 4.1, the voltage of node nd (in Rd) can be con

sistently predicted (by curve-fitting) for any time up to tdn+1.

In order to evaluate a region R at time f, we need the voltages and slopes of all

inputs to the region at time t. For the input from adigital region, this requires that tdn+i >

t. For an input from an analog region, this requires that tan > t.

Thus, the event time under evaluation does not increase monotonically. Each

region has a local eventqueue and a local clock. The local clockrepresents the latest time

the region can be scheduled for evaluation. Each event is placed on the local queue inwait

state. Once the local clock passes this event time, the event is labeled active and trans

ferred to a global queue from which events are scheduled for evaluation in the increasing

order of time. Each region also maintains information about its boundary node voltages at

previous timepoints, since neighboring regions with slower local clocks may need this

information as and when their local clocks advance. A global clock representing the earli

est simulation time of all regions is also maintained. All nodes have valid voltage wave-
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forms till this timepoint, and no waveform information earlier than this time need be

maintained.

4.4 Experimental Results

SYMPHONY was tested on a setof BiMOS benchmark circuits. The performance

comparison of SYMPHONY against SPICE3 is presented in Table 1. It was found that

SYMPHONY yields good speed-up while maintaining very high accuracy.

The amount of speed-up strongly depends on the mix of analog and digital blocks

in the design under simulation. SYMPHONY yields ~3x speed-up for circuits with a high

percentage of analog subcircuits like the BiCMOS Adder and Regfile while it is more than

20 times faster than SPICE for the Counter, a largely CMOS circuit. This is due to two

reasons: the analog subcircuits are simulated by a slower simulation engine; and the pres

ence of bipolar transistors results in larger partitions, since the static partitioning is per

formed across MOS elements only (this is an unavoidable penalty for performing

automatic partitioning instead of expecting the user to provide an aggressive partitioning

scheme, and can be improved by user provided partitioning). The reported Spice3e runt

imes are the best obtained after experimenting with various parameters relating to accu

racy and convergence criteria [37][38].

Circuit # nodes SPICE3

cpu time (sec)
SYMPHONY

cpu time (sec)

Adder 38 10.80 3.46

Regfilel 610 192.10 68.80

Counter 86 288.80 13.51

Table 4.1: Results on benchmark circuits
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Chapter 5

Dynamic Partitioning for
Simulation of BiMOS Circuits

5.1 Introduction and Motivation

Circuit partitioning to improve the speed-up simulation has been known for a

while. SPLICE [28] [36] used selective trace for node ordering in a relaxation based frame

work. The concept of channel connected components was used in [5], and has been

applied in various forms since then. This approach is based on the weak coupling between

the gate and drain/source of a MOSFET and the unidirectionality of signal propagation.

Using this, a circuit can be partitioned a priori (statically) based on its structure, and as

long as the ordering between the gate and the drain/source node can be maintained during

simulation, the solution for the gate voltage can be separated from the drain/source voltage

computation.

In case of bipolar circuits, there is a strong coupling between the base and the col

lector/emitter nodes. The unidirectionality of signal propagation also cannot be assured.

Consequently, the circuit partitioning technique based on channel connected components

is applicable to MOS circuits only and cannot be used to partition bipolar circuits. It is our
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aim to define a partitioning technique that exploits the properties of Bipolar circuits to

speed-up the simulation.

There are several works in the area of dynamic partitioning for transient circuit

simulation. The selective trace scheme of SPLICE [28] [36], a relaxation based simulator,

schedules nodes when any fanin node voltage changes. [4] proposes circuit partitioning

for InL bipolar circuits relying on the fact that as in MOS, the reverse transmission

through gates is generally sufficiently small to be neglected, thus allowing the base region

to be analyzed independently of the collector/emitter regions. [45] proposes a dynamic

partitioning technique to partition the non-linear equation solution phase for bipolar cir

cuits. In [52], an explicit solution method is used to solve the linearized nodal equations,

with separate dynamic partitioning management for MOS circuits. Recently, [58] pro

posed an approach to selective dynamic regionization for specific MOS memory struc

tures. None of these works address the area of dynamic partitioning for BiMOS circuits in

an event-driven framework.

5.2 Dynamic Partitioning of BiMOS Circuits

A common feature of BiMOS designs is the number of predominantly MOS sub-

circuits with a few bipolar devices as output drivers etc. These subcircuits usually repre

sent independent functional blocks in the design. Unfortunately, if only static partitioning

is used during the simulation of such circuits, bipolar devices can act as a glue between

two functionally independent regions, resulting in large regions containing many func

tional blocks. Since the partitioning is performed statically before the simulation, the cir

cuit behavior under the input stimuli cannot be exploited to take advantage of the latency

and multi-rate behavior between these functional blocks.

Dynamic partitioning can be used to speed-up the simulation in such cases by tak-
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ing advantage of the special behavior of bipolar devices placed indigital MOS subcircuits.

These bipolar devices toggle between the on and <#state of the device, with little time

spent in the transitions. When the bipolar device is off, there is no coupling between the

base and thecollector/emitter nodes. This can beexploited todecouple the solution for the

base voltage from the solution for the collector/emitter nodes.

In order to perform the dynamic partitioning with minimum overhead, we use

incremental dynamic partitioning, i.e. maintain dynamic partitions by examining the cur

rently evaluated regions and test them to determine if those regions should be split or

merged with others. Since the overhead of data management for dynamic partitioning can

nullify any potential speed-up, we need to use efficient implementation techniques and

data structures.

5.3 Dynamic Partitioning in SYMPHONY

SYMPHONY starts by initially partitioning the circuit at MOSFET gates (if any),

and labels the partitions with BJTs as analog. For each analog subcircuit, a signal flow

graph G is constructed by inserting a directed edge between nodes i and j if there is any

coupling between nodes i and;' in the circuit. This graph is used for further partitioning of

the analog region.

At each timepoint based on the conductance of each bipolar device in the subcir

cuit, some of the edges may be active (if the bipolardevice connecting the two nodes is

on) or inactive (if the bipolar device is off).The signal flow graph G may have one or more

disconnected components after the removal of all inactive edges. Each such disconnected

component represents a dynamic partition of the analog subcircuit. Since there is no cou

pling between these partitions, each can be simulated independently with different time-

points.
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During the simulation process, a bipolar device can change states from on to off

and vice versa. At each such change, the signal flow graph G has to be updated to reflect

the deletion/addition of active edges. This can result in one dynamic partition being

divided in one or more child partitions or two dynamic partitions being merged, the first

case does not pose a problem since all child partitions have the same time-stamp as the

original partition. Merging two partitionscan however be a problem if both have a differ

ent time-stamp. In this case, both regions are synchronized by scheduling at the current

simulation time.

5.4 Experimental Results

SYMPHONY was testedon a set of BiMOS benchmark circuits. The performance

comparison of SYMPHONY against SPICE3 is presented in Table 2, including the data

from Table 1 on SYMPHONY withoutdynamic partitioning. The benchmarks set is same

as in the previous case, with the same level of accuracy in the results. It was found that

SYMPHONY yields and additional 1.5x speed-up by using dynamic partitioning.

Circuit # nodes SPICE3e
SYMPHONY

No Dyn Part w/ Dyn Part

Adder 38 10.80 s 3.46 s 2.13 s

Regfile 610 192.10 s 68.80 s 43.20 s

Table 5.1: Results on benchmark circuits
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Chapter 6

Simulation of Digital Bipolar
Circuits using Piecewise Linear
Approximation

6.1 Introduction and Motivation

The Stepwise Equivalence Conductance method is a powerful technique for the

simulation of digital MOS circuits. It relies on approximating device characteristics with

time-varying linear segments at each instance of simulation. The accuracy of this

approach depends on the simulation time interval for which such segments remain valid

approximations of the device characteristics. Thus, for devices whose conductances are

very sensitive to terminal voltage changes, the time-step is constrained to be very small in

order to ensure that the current approximate segment remains valid for the entire time-

step. In case of bipolar elements (whose terminal currents areexponential functions of ter

minal voltages), the maximum allowable time-step is very small. Thus, the Stepwise

Equivalence Conductance Approach is not very efficient for bipolarcircuits.

We propose to approximate the i-v characteristics of bipolar devices by piecewise
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linear segments. Unlike the SWECapproach, this approximation is done statically, before

the simulation. The number of segments used for the approximation is small (typically 3 to

4). Thus, the bipolardevice can be replaced by time-varying linear resistors and current

sources. The only constraint on the time-stepnow is thatevery time a device makes a tran

sition from one segment to another, an event is generated. The main difference of this

approach from the SWEC approach is that since the linear segments are generated a priori,

and are much larger than the approximations generated by SWEC dynamically, the num

berof such events is much smaller, hencemaking this approach more efficient.

6.2 Piecewise Linear Modeling

Obtaining a good approximation to the exponential device characteristics is the

most critical issue in the suggested approach. While there has been a lot of work in the

area of simulation via the PWL approximation [11][17][25][49][55][56], most of the works

assume the existence of a PWL model of a nonlinear device, and just address the issue of

simulating networks of PWL devices. We propose a formal method to obtain the break

points required for the piecewise linear approximation, such that the worst case approxi

mation error is minimized.

Definition: Let nn be the set of all polynomials of degree <«, and Pn(x) e n

approximate a given function/(jc) uniformly well on some interval a < x < b. The error

in the approximation ofpn(x) tof(x) is measured by the norm

ll/~P"~ =a<x\bViX) ~PMl VQ6'l)

Ideally, we would want a best uniform approximation from rcn, that is a polynomial

pn (x) of degree £ n for which
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r n

We denote the number flZ-^J^ by dist^ (f, n ) and call it the uniform distance on

the interval a<x<b of/from polynomialsof degree £ n.

min
dist^ V, jg = e K HZ-pIL (EQ 6.3)

n

Theorem 6.1: Afunction f which is continuous on a<x<b has exactly one best uni

form approximation on a<x<b from nn. The polynomial pen is the best uniform

approximation to f on a<x<b if and only if there are n+2 points

a<x0<... <xn+l<b so that

(-!)'[/(*,•) ~P(xt)] = ellZ-pIL i =0,...,*+l (EQ6.4)

with e = signum[f(x0)-p(x0)].

A proof of this theorem can be found in [40].

The construction of abest uniform approximation from nn is, in general, anontriv-

ial task. By proper interpolation, almost bestapproximations to nonlinear functions canbe

obtained with much less computation.

Theorem 6.2 : Let pn (x) e %n, interpolate f(x) at the points x0 <JCj <... <jc in the

interval a<x<b of interest. Then

a*, (f, *„) <||/-P„|L S (1 +1An|J dist„ {f, nn) (EQ 6.5)

where ||An|| is the uniform norm ofthe Lebesgue function A (x) given by,

n
X-X:

n T=i
j=0J*iXi xj

(EQ 6.6)
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A proof of this theorem can be found in [13]. It is thus desirable to choose the

interpolation points xq,..., xn in a <x £ b such away that IIA | be as small as possible.

This is almost accomplished by the expanded Chebyshev points for the interval a£x£b,

given by

xt =\\a+b+ (a-b) (cos|i^7c)/(cos5^)] i=0 n (EQ6.7)

It can be shown that the

n

Ae
n

, corresponding to the expanded Chebyshev points

is within 2% of the smallestpossiblevalue of IIA II for all n. FromTheorem 6.2 andby

computing the values of A* , it can be shown that for n<47, the error in the polyno

mial interpolating f(x) at the expanded Chebyshev points is never biggerthan 4 times the

best possible error dist^ (f, n ) (obtained by using the best uniform approximation poly-

nomial pn (x)), and is normally smaller than that (By contrast, if AM denotes the Leb-

esgue function for a uniform spacing of interpolation points, then Au >e"^, which

grows very rapidly with n).

We use the expanded Chebyshev points as break points for the piecewise linear

approximation of the Bipolar /-v characteristics, i.e. at these points, the piecewise linear

approximationexactly matches the exponential i-v characteristics.

6.3 Simulation with PWL Device Models in the SYMPHONY

Framework

From Chapter 3, the Stepwise Equivalent Conductance approximation is only suit

able for devices whose conductances are not very sensitive to voltage changes. Since the

bipolar device models (e.g. the Ebers-Molls model in Figure 6.1) include diodes, whose

current is an exponential function of the terminal voltages, the Stepwise Equivalent Con

ductance approximation cannot be applied to BiMOS circuits. One solution to this prob-
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Figure 6.1. The static Ebers-Moll model, including second-order effects

lem is to use the traditional Newton-Raphson iterations based solver for any subcircuit

region containing bipolar devices. Unfortunately, this precludes us from exploiting the

properties of digital MOS subcircuits, and can introduce avoidable speed-loss for digital

subcircuits consisting predominantly of MOS devices with very few bipolar devices

(which is the most typical case in digital BiMOS design).

SYMPHONY uses PWL models for the i-v characteristics of bipolar devices

present in digital subcircuits. For digital subcircuits, after applying the Stepwise Equiva

lent Conductance based transformation, the circuit equations are of the form (from (EQ

3.5,3.6))

Q\(t)+C\(t) =Is(r) (EQ 6.8)

where, for hn = tn+1 - tn,

g=G(tn)+G(tn)^ (EQ6.9)

Since atevery instant, each diode in thebipolar device model is still modeled by an
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effective conductance (which is a PWL function of the terminal voltages) the structureof

the system of equations from (EQ 6.8) remains unchanged.

We use standard techniques for the solution of PWL circuit networks. At every

time-point tn+\, the previous stateof the bipolar device at tn is used as an initial guess for

the solution at tn+\. If at the end of the solution process, we find that any device changed

its state, we needto reduce the time-step and repeat the process. We iterate until we get a

consistent solution (i.e. the initial guess of each device state is consistent with the com

puted device state).

The time-step selection is now dictated by two types of constraints: to ensure the

validity of the Stepwise Equivalent Conductance approximation of the nonlinear devices

in the circuit, the time-step is controlled by the LIE criterion given by (from (EQ 3.9))

fi* <'«>*;
<V<n)

<e e<«X <e

hn\Vj(tn)\<AV Vnodey

V device i
(EQ6.10)

In addition to this, the PWL approximation of bipolar device characteristics adds

an additional constraint on the time-step. Specifically, the validity of each PWL approxi

mation of abipolar device also has to bemaintained. This is achieved byenforcing that for

the Vbe and Vbc of each device the following is satisfied:

A„S

V -V(t )' upper K nJ

VloWer-V«n)
V(tn)

if V(O>0

(EQ6.11)

if V(tn)<0

Where Vwer and Viower are the breakpoints of the current segment of the PWL

approximation (or current state) of the base-emitter and base-collector diodes of a device.

Clearly, if the V(rn+1) obtained at the end of the computation lies outside this range, the
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initial assumption about the state of the corresponding diode is invalid. In this case, anew

hn is computed using these values ofV(tn+i) and V(tn +x), and the process repeated until

atime-step is accepted by the above post-processing check on V(tn+i) and V(t +l).

6.4 Experimental Results

The PWL approach described above has been implemented in the SWEC frame

work. We use SPICE3e alongwith this program to comparebenchmarkresults.

For the purpose of this benchmarking, we used MCNC benchmark circuits. Table 1

shows the runtime results for these circuits. The results were obtained on a DEC 5100/25

platform with a 24 Mbyte memory. The second and third columns in the table correspond

to the runtimes reported by SWEC and SPICE3e respectively (SPICE3e could not com

plete on the ring oscillator on our platform. MCNC documentation reporta runtime of 260

seconds for this circuit but does not specify the hardware platform on which this result

was obtained). Figures 1-5 show some of the node voltage waveforms for each of the

benchmark circuit, demonstrating thatexcept at sharp breakpoints, the PWL characteristic

based program matches well with the SPICE3e output.

Circuit # nodes PWL Spice3e

Bipolar Inverter 5 0.067 0.300

BiCMOS Inverter 8 0.300 0.800

bjtinv 37 2.100 4.200

bjtff 170 19.600 41.800

ringll 99 38.433 .*

Table 6.1: Benchmark Results (MCNC Circuits) (* could not converge)
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Chapter 7

Power Estimation of CMOS

Circuits

7.1 Introduction and Motivation

Power minimization is becoming very important for a number of reasons ranging

from an increasing demand for portable computing and telecommunication equipment,

increasing clock frequencies, to advances in process technology that enables the integra

tion of extremely large number of densely packed devices on a single chip. Minimizing

power dissipation of chips has an impact not only on energy savings, but also helps create

more reliable chips. Although designers have several techniques at their disposal to mini

mize power, there is little or no help in terms of tools to assist in analyzing and evaluating

the effectiveness of various decisions during the design process.

A challenging problem in this context is how to efficiently obtain power estimates

which meet the accuracy and the run-time constraints of the designer. Several approaches

have been proposed to compute or estimate power dissipation, each with a different accu

racy/run-time trade-off. These approaches can be classified into three broad categories:

statistical/empirical techniques [29], probabilistic techniques [26][35] [50], and circuit
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simulation based techniques [12][14][24].

The main advantages of the probabilistic techniques is their short runtimes and

input-independence. The probabilistic techniques use a stochastic model of logic signals

of a circuitand propagate the probabilities of logicvalues through the combinational logic

modules in order to compute the average switching rate of the circuit. This measure is in

turn, is used to obtain the average power consumption of the circuit. It can potentially be

accurate; however, forhigh accuracy, the spatial andtemporal correlation betweeninternal

node values must be modeled. As this proves to be expensive, most approaches trade off

accuracy for speed, resulting in highly unacceptable estimates at times.

Another approach is to make use of various statistical measures of the circuit. This

approach is the most crude of all, despite its advantage in speed. It reads a description of

the design, compiles various statistical measures, and calculates the power consumption

based on these measures. The main use of this method is to obtain rough estimates of

powerdissipation atearly stages of the design.

Circuit simulators such as HSPICE [21] still provide the most direct and accurate

approach for computing power dissipation. While offering good accuracy, HSPICE suffers

from adrawback of limited capacity and large run times. This makes HSPICE impractical

for all but the smallest of circuits consisting of around a few hundred gates. The popular

solution thus is to separately use point tools like Powermill [14] for power estimation and

HSPICE for the simulation and verification of the circuit in parts.

In this work we propose theuseof acircuit simulation tool SWEC, that alleviates

some of the problems faced bytools such as HSPICE, thus making it realistically feasible

to perform power estimation along with simulation of the entire design. SWEC uses Step

wise Equivalence Conductance [31] and piecewise linear waveform approximations for

fast and accurate circuit simulation. These techniques prove tobevery well suited for effi

cient power estimation as well. In the following sections, we describe the power estima-
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tion problem, provide a brief description of SWEC, the power estimator implemented

within theSWEC framework and present experimental results onindustrial circuits, which

show that this tool can beeffectively used for power estimation of large CMOS circuits.

7.2 Problem Description

By powerestimation we referto the problem of estimating the average powerdis

sipation of a circuit. In CMOS circuits, there are two components thatcontribute to power

dissipation [8]: static dissipation (due to leakage current) and dynamic dissipation (due to

switching transient current and chargingand discharging of load capacitance).

In most CMOS ASICs the contribution due to staticdissipation is small compared

to dynamic dissipation. The static power dissipation Ps of a circuit is given by the equa

tion:

n

Ps = IIlxVdd (EQ71)
i

where // is the leakage current of the device (gate), V^ is the supply voltage andn

is the number of devices in the circuits.

The dynamic powerdissipation Pdi for a logic gate is given by the equation:

pdi = rcLi-vdd-T (EQ7-2)

whereCy is the output load capacitance on the gate i, Vd(j is the supplyvoltage, T

is the clock cycle and N^ is the numberof switching transitions perclock cycle for gate /.

The dynamic power dissipation P^ of a circuit with n gates is given by the summation:

Pd =̂ iCLiN.i (EQ7-3)
i= 1
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The total power dissipated by the circuit is the sum of the two components; static

and dynamic dissipation.

Ptotal=Ps +Pd (EQ7-4)

The most accurate and straightforward approach to powerestimationis by simula

tion: performa circuit simulation of the design andmonitor the current waveform. While

this estimate accounts for all types of power dissipation, the main drawback of this

approach is the veryhigh runtime. At thetransistor level, theproblem thus reduces to per

forming efficient transient simulation of the circuits in a power-estimation friendly way,

i.e. using simulation techniques that are also suited to computing power estimation with

minimum overhead.

7.3 Power Estimation using SWEC

The Stepwise Equivalence Conductance and the piecewise linear waveform

approximation are ideally suited for efficient power computation. The power can bemea

sured directly by monitoring the conductance and the voltage waveform during each time-

step. Using (5), The power dissipated in each device during atime step hn (from tn to rn+1)

is given by

Pd =r JV(t)J(V(t))dt (EQ7.5)
n ta

Recall that, during each time-step, each nonlinear device conductance is approxi

mated byan equivalent conductance Q(Eq. 6-10). Thus, (11) can be simplified as:

Pd=j- J £-V2(t)dt (EQ7.6)
\
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Since the voltage waveforms are piecewise linear, dVldt is a constant for a given

time step. Thus, the power dissipated in each device from tn to fn+1 can be obtained by

simply computing the area under the power waveform curvegivenby:

--^W^J* (EQ7-7)p^ =

The power in capacitors can be computed similarly. Specifically, one can directly

measure the power consumption during simulation using the piece-wise linearity property

of the waveforms in SWEC. For each event during the course of a simulation, we perform

the following calculations. Suppose an event changes the voltage across a capacitor C,

from vq at time tg to V; at time tj. Then, the power dissipated from tg to tj is given by:

1 dVP = J_.(\.VQ -^- (EQ7.8)
c hn l av8 dt

where Vavg is the average value of vq and V;. dVldt is aconstant as before. Induc

tors in the circuit are handled similarly, with the inductor current (computed for transient

simulation using the modified nodal analysis) as the controlling variable.

Then we update the average power up to the time tj as follows.

P. t0+Pt_t • (tj-u)Pti =JlJ! l±-± LJL (EQ7.9)

where Pt . denotes the power consumed from tg to tj and Pt denotes the power

consumed from t = 0 to f,-. We perform this calculation for every event of the simula

tion, and finally sum up the power dissipated at every node to obtain the power con

sumption of the circuit.

7.4 Experimental Results
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Circuits Size (cell units) MOS devices Capacitors Description

mux2bl6 208 214 134 16bit2-to-lmux

clal6 993 1200 500 16 bit carry look ahead adder

mult8 1276 2691 1008 8 bit Wallacetree multiplier

mult16 5320 9778 3148 16 bit Wallace tree multiplier

multpl6 6344 11314 3922 16 bit pipelined multiplier

Table 7.1: Circuits used in the experiment

The power estimator described in the previous section has been implemented in

the SWEC framework [7]. We use HSPICE along with this program to compare bench

mark results.

For the purpose of this benchmarking, we used industrial circuits obtained from

LSI Logic Corporation. The netiists were extracted from the layout of real designs gener

ated in the design synthesis environment of LSI Logic using their ASICcell libraries and

submicron devices. These circuits range in size from 200 to 6000 cell units in the LSI

technology. Thesenetiists were thenusedalongwith input stimuli to serveas data for both

HSPICE and SWEC. The circuits used in theexperiments are listed in Table 1.

Table 2 shows the power measurement results for these circuits. The results were

obtained on a DEC 5100/125 platform with a 96 Mbyte memory. The second and third

columns in the table correspond to the power dissipation results reported by SWEC and

HSPICE respectively. The lastcolumn shows thepercentage errorin the SWEC measure

ment as compared to HSPICE. It can be seen that for the first 4 circuits the absolute per

centage errors range from 1.9% to 10.2%. Note that HSPICE was not able to handle the

last two circuits (multpl6 - 6344 cell units and multl6 - 5320 cell units) due to memory

limitations and/or CPU time constraints. SWEC successfully completed simulation in all
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Circuits SWEC HSPICE % Error

mux2bl6 0.698 0.685 1.90

clal6 1.430 1.540 -7.14

mult8 12.254 11.483 6.71

mult16 54.547 51.580 5.74

multpl6 40.125 *
-

Table 7.2:Results of PowerMeasurements (in mW) (* indicates HSPICE could notcomplete)

Circuits SWEC HSPICE Speed up

mux2bl6 9.12 166.19 19

clal6 51.75 2017.07 39

mult8 229.82 13089.65 57

mult16 936.00 80500.20 86

multpl6 907.78 *
-

Table7.3: Comparisons of Run Times (in seconds) (* indicates HSPICEcould not complete)

examples we ran.

Table 3 shows the speed up achieved by SWEC as compared to HSPICE. For the

circuits that HSPICE was able to handle, the speed-up ranged from 18.22 for a 200 cell

unit design to 56.96 for a 1276cell unit design. Note that the speed-upincreases as the cir

cuit size grows.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

SYMPHONY, an efficient mixed signal simulator was presented. SYMPHONY

combines a fast simulator for digital circuits with a traditionalnonlinear solver a la SPICE

for the analog subcircuits. The digital simulator uses Stepwise Equivalence Conductance

to model nonlinear device conductances and achieves additional speed-up by modeling

thevoltages by Piecewise Linear waveforms. Device characteristics of bipolar elements in

digital subcircuits are modeled by a Piecewise Linear approximation using the Extended

Chebyshev Points, such that the worst case approximation error is minimized. Dynamic

circuit partitioning is usedto fully exploitthe latency and multirate behavior of thecircuit.

The simulator is implemented in an event-driven framework with local and global clocks

for eventmanagement. A setof benchmark results were presented on a suit of BiMOS cir

cuits. Work on further improving the performance of SYMPHONY is under progress.

We also presented an approach to power estimation using SWEC. The proposed

method exploits the stepwise equivalent conductance approximation to efficiently com

pute power dissipation while speeding up the transient simulation process. Based on the

results presented, we believe that SWEC can effectively replace HSPICE when a rela

tively accurate power estimate is desired without the large run times.
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